ILINX Mobile App and Mobile SDK
Capture data anywhere using familiar devices.
Business doesn’t only happen in the office,
and your operations can’t be put on hold
while you wait for documents or personnel to
arrive onsite. ILINX Mobile applications allow
your team to collect and upload information
from wherever they are – using the devices
they already use on a daily basis. A simple
photograph/index/transmit process delivers
data directly to your line of business systems.
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No more lost or
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Low technical
barrier

Customizable
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Collecting documents in the field
and transporting them back to the
office introduces the risk of loss or
damage. Losing information is not
only embarrassing – it may also be
a breach of privacy. ILINX Mobile
eliminates that risk by delivering data
from the field into to your workflows.

Your field workers are experts at
what they do, and mastering new
technology shouldn’t be a barrier
to delivering excellent service. ILINX
Mobile makes it easy for them to
collect data onsite using mobile
phones and other devices they’re
already familiar with.

Use the foundational ILINX Mobile
App or integrate mobile data capture
capabilities into your organization’s
familiar environment with Mobile
SDK. Add your logo, colors, and brand
elements to create a user experience
that blends seamlessly with your
existing website and applications.

Technical Highlights

Home Health Care Client
Intake

1. Works with multiple mobile
devices such as phones and tablets
2. Supports configurable fields for
indexing data at point of capture
3. Controls camera on device to
automatically create and crop
images
4. Integrates with line of business
software to process captured data
5. Customizable design enables
Mobile SDK to blend with brand
assets

Accept insurance information onsite
and process without delay to begin
care immediately. Secure electronic
transmission assures HIPAA
compliance.

Loans Processing
Meet deadlines and fund loans faster
by enabling agents and applicants to
collect documents anywhere.

Process innovation
made easy.
ImageSource makes process
innovation easy through advanced
solutions built on ILINX, the
world’s most flexible processimprovement platform, delivered
by a team of experts committed
to customer-partner success.

Service Authorizations
Initiate contracts in the field and
collect eSignatures to authorize
services.
info@imagesourceinc.com
360-943-9273

